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Get our for time served, but a good dog must know its
place
For those who piss in their own food cannot complain
about the taste

New groups are not concerned
With the sickness that must be burned
Leisure jeans, what a scream!
Riding with Hitler in a limousine

History asserts itself with a cruel confidence
Mouthing Marx for ad copy - in the service of capital
Running dog your belly is full, but your teeth have
broken off
Beware the time spent behind enemy lines - in the
service of capital

The generators pull constant, ripping substance from
its context
Liquidate the opposition with an acquisition of its
content
The science of absorption, innovations of a dying beast
Traveling at light-speed, capital's international
conspiracy
Negotiate for prime time, victory will be your
concession
For the engineers are well versed in the dark arts of
possession

History asserts itself with a cruel confidence
Mouthing Marx for ad copy - in the service of capital
Running dog your belly is full, but your teeth have
broken off
Beware the time spent behind enemy lines - in the
service of capital

We will gladly feast on those who would subdue us
An action call to ghetto defenders, fortify the
barricades
Protein shakes and hand grenades, set sack to the
palisades
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We'll choose to move in the shadows, poisoning the
well by night
Articulate your venom, anything not to give up the fight
Theory ends when Westworld falls, New Barbarian
battle call
Das capital, das capital, your enemies run deep
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